
                                        2014 - Format for the LADBROKES.com Worlds 

1:- This year the (12) twelve Puma Open winners will be joint with another (4) four from the Puma Open Rankings only, to 

the playoff's in July for Ladbrokes.com Worlds in England.

2:- The host Club for the Ladbrokes.com playoff will normally be the Club that has hosted the Nationals. With the event start time of 

9.30am on the Sunday, this time will be confirmed at the Nationals

3:- Should a player win more than (1) one Open, instead of taking (4) four from the Rankings we will take (5) five and so on as  

required to make up the top DPNZ (16) sixteen Ladbrokes.com Worlds playoff.

4:- Twelve (12) out of the sixteen players will receive a DPNZ shirt with a complete sponsors logo on it. The other four (4) top ranked

players will also receive a DPNZ playing shirt. The way these shirts will be allocated is, when a player wins their first PUMA Open

that will be the shirt allocated. A player will only have one right of shirt change which is; if they win their own 'Area or Club Puma Open'. 

In the event of a player changing the wearing of a tournament sponsor's shirt, the released tournament sponsored shirts will be received   

by the next top DPNZ ranked player as provided for in the rule (3), ie; No 1 of 5 will be shirt 12, No 1 & 2 of 6 will be shirts 11 & 12 and so on!

Should a players first win be at their own Puma Open then that's the shirt they will be allocated, no will be change allowed.

5:- At the time of making up the last (16) any players on the same number of DPNZ ranking points must have achieved that number5:- At the time of making up the last (16) any players on the same number of DPNZ ranking points must have achieved that number

first to gain selection, if a second player is required it will be the second player to achieve that number and so on. 

The last (16) players will be confirmed after the conclusion of the last DPNZ Puma Open

6:- The top (16) sixteen players will be placed into (4) four lots of pool play according to rankings,  a predetermined draw of those ranked    

 players will be set for each of the four rounds, play a total of (9) nine legs in each game played. 

The winner & runner up from each group of the morning's pool play, will qualify for the afternoon pool play of the top (8) eight.

These qualifiers will be placed into two sections of four. Where as above a total of (9) legs were played, the Afternoon pool play 

will be a total of (11) legs in each game played.

7:- In all pool play where players have obtained the same number of leg count at the end of pool play, the player to go through will   

be the player who achived the most legs when both players concerned met in pool play.  

If the above doesn't confirm the pool, a game of 1001 will be played between all the players concerned.

8:- First Semi-Final, Winner of pool 1 to play the Runner Up of pool 2.  Second Semi-Final, Winner of pool 2 to play the Runner Up

of pool 1. Both Semi's will be played first to 9 Legs, with a 5 minute break after 5 legs, then recommence and play to completion. 

9:- The Final will be played first to 11 Legs, with two 5 minute break's, one after 5 legs the second after 10 legs, then recommence

and play to completion.

10:- All games are straight start, double finish

11:- A confidence and acceptance meeting with DPNZ will be a requirement of both the winner & runner up individually, the PDCs 11:- A confidence and acceptance meeting with DPNZ will be a requirement of both the winner & runner up individually, the PDCs 

South Pacific's Representaive Mr Kevin Berlyn, will also be included to approve the selected player.


